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Vulnerability detection aims to find software bugs that could be exploited by
malicious users to hijack the program execution or to access sensible data. This
work focusses on a specific vulnerability called use-after-free. A use-after-free
appears when a dangling pointer (i.e., pointing to a freed memory location) is
accessed [2]. Use-after-free have been less studied than more classical vulnerabili-
ties (string format, buffer overflow), and their detection is still highly challenging.
First of all, use-after-free are related to an improper heap management. Ana-
lyzing heap structure and pointer aliases is notoriously hard (finding all pointer
aliases is undecidable [4]), and it requires a dedicated memory model, able to
take in account the dynamic behavior of the heap. Moreover, use-after-free are
characterized by the occurrences of three ordered distinct events (allocation, free,
and use of a same memory chunk), these three events being potentially anywhere
in the code. Thus, the probability to trigger such an execution path during a
dynamic analysis can be rather low. Finally, binary-level code analysis is harder
than source-level and it is less precise since working with a lack of information
(no type indication, no distinction between data and code, etc.).

In this work, we propose the use of a static analysis [3] to detect use-after-
free in binary code. This analysis is based on a dedicated Value Set Analysis
(VSA [1]). A VSA usually allows to compute an over-approximation of all possi-
bles values of variables at every program locations. In our (lightweight) custom
VSA, we track the use of heap element (de-)allocations and (approximation of)
pointer alias relations. This information allows to detect use-after-free patterns
in the code, and then to extract reduced program slices containing potential use-
after-free. This analysis has been implemented in a tool, and evaluated on case-
studies. Finally, our on-going researches now consist in analyzing more deeply
these program slices in order to remove some false positives results generated
by the static analysis and to give a more precise verdict regarding use-after-free
exploitability (i.e., are they able or not to lead to a concrete attack).
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